ABSTRACT. Let p n (x) = ∞ 0 J 0 (xt) [J 0 (t)] n xt d t be Kluyver's probability density for n-step uniform random walks in the Euclidean plane. Through connection to a similar problem in 2-dimensional quantum field theory, we evaluate the third-order derivative p ′′′ 5 (0 + ) in closed form, thereby giving a new proof for a conjecture of J. M. Borwein. By further analogies to Feynman diagrams in quantum field theory, we demonstrate that p n (x),0 ≤ x ≤ 1 admits a uniformly convergent Maclaurin expansion for all odd integers n ≥ 5, thus settling another conjecture of Borwein.
INTRODUCTION
Following Pearson [17, 18] and Rayleigh [20] , we consider a rambler walking in the Euclidean plane, taking n consecutive steps of unit lengths, aiming at uniformly distributed random directions (Fig. 1a) . For n ∈ Z >1 , the distance x traveled by such a random walker is characterized by Kluyver's probability density function [15] : is classical. The analytic and arithmetic properties of the 3-step density p 3 (x) and the 4-step density p 4 (x) for planar uniform random walks have been thoroughly explored by Borwein and coworkers [3, 6, 5] . In [6, be Pearson's n-step ramble integral for complex-valued s. For n ∈ Z >1 and Re s > 0, the convergent ramble integral is related to Kluyver's probability density by a moment formula W n (s) = ∞ 0 x s p n (x) d x [6, (2.
3)]. In [3, 5] , Borwein et al. have studied analytic continuations of W n (s), showing that the only possible singularities are poles at certain negative integers, and the order of each pole is at most 2. En route to giving a partial proof of a sum rule involving the ramble integrals (see [ where j ∈ Z >0 , s ∈ C Z, Borwein-Straub-Wan conjectured that all the poles of W n (s) are simple when n is an odd number greater than 1 [5, Conjecture 4.1] . While this "simple pole conjecture" has been tested on individual odd integers up to n = 45 [5] using recurrence formulae for ramble integrals, we have not been able to locate a proof for the general cases in previous literature. In §2, we give a new proof of Borwein's conjecture stated in (1.4). Instead of going to 4-dimensional space, we use a Wick rotation to establish a link between p 5 (x) and a Bessel moment [23, §3] .
In §3, we study the Maclaurin expansion of p 5 (x) in full, by further exploiting the connection between p 5 (x) and
This results in a proof for the strict positivity of all the Taylor coefficients (r 5,k > 0 for k ∈ Z ≥0 ), and subsequently, uniform convergence of the Maclaurin series 3] . In addition, we shed new light on the Pearson-Fettis phenomenon, namely, the approximate linearity of p 5 (x), 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 (see Fig. 1b ).
In §4, we set the leading asymptotic behavior for p 5 (x), p 6 (x) and p 8 (x) in a unified framework, and analyze the Maclaurin expansion of p 7 (x). For the first task, we show that p
are representable through critical values of certain modular L-series, which are also related to several Bessel moments in 2-dimensional quantum field theory. Towards this end, we revisit some important conjectures of Broadhurst [7, 8] In §5, we further generalize our methods to the analysis of p 2 j+1 (x), 0 ≤ x < 1, where j is a positive integer. We show that all such probability densities are representable as Q-linear combinations of Feynman diagrams
. This establishes, a fortiori, that p 2 j+1 (x), 0 ≤ x < 1 admits a convergent Maclaurin expansion, that the corresponding ramble integral W 2 j+1 (s) has only simple poles, and that the sum rule in (1.7) is true. where all the four internal lines carry unit masses (corresponding to [K 0 (t)] 4 ), one pair of external legs carry unit mass (corresponding to I 0 (t)) and the other pair of external legs carry x times the unit mass (corresponding to I 0 (xt)). If we further restrict the range of x to the closed unit interval [0, 1], such a Feynman diagram is related to Kluyver's probability density function p 5 (x), as we demonstrate in the lemma below. Lemma 2.1 (Alternative integral representation for p 5 ). For x ∈ [0, 1], the following identity holds: 
Extending the definition of Bessel functions to complex arguments, we have J 0 (it) = I 0 (t) and
0 (it) = K 0 (t), so long as t > 0. For x ∈ [0, 3], we perform a Wick rotation as follows:
Here, we can deform the path of integration from the positive Im z-axis to the positive Re z-axis, thanks to Jordan's lemma applicable to the asymptotic behavior
0 (t) = J + iY with self-explanatory abbreviations for t > 0, we rewrite (2.3) as
Now, Jordan's lemma bring us two vanishing identities:
and
where the contours close upwards. Noting that
as claimed in (2.2).
The identity in (2.2) has some importance to the quantitative understanding of the 3-loop sunrise diagram (according to Broadhurst's normalization [8, (84) 
in 2-dimensional quantum field theory. The leading Taylor coefficient r 5,0 = p 
Theorem 2.2 (Borwein-Straub-Vignat).
We have
Proof. The first equality comes from third-order derivatives of (2.2) and the second equality has been verified in [23, Theorem 3.3] .
MACLAURIN EXPANSIONS OF KLUYVER'S PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS
Carrying the analysis in §2 a little further, we obtain the following explicit formula for the Taylor coefficients as Bessel moments:
Therefore, we expect that the four-term recurrence relations for r 5,k [6, (5.6)] and s 5,2k+1 [1, (10) - (11)] to be compatible with each other. In particular, all these Taylor coefficients are recursively determined by the following initial conditions (cf. conjectures in [1, (95) - (97)] proved by [23, The- is the Bologna constant attributed to Broadhurst [1] and Laporta [16] .
Like the rescaled Bessel moments s 5,2k+1 /π 2 , the rescaled Taylor coefficients r 5,k π 2 are always strictly positive numbers that are rational combinations of the Bologna constant C and its reciprocal 1/C. Here, we note that the strict positivity of the sequence r 5,k , k ∈ Z ≥0 does not follow immediately from either the recurrence relation in [6, (5.6)] or Kluyver's integral representation for p 5 (x) in (1.1). Instead, it hinges on the Taylor expansion of I 0 (xt) as well as the positivity of I 0 (t) and K 0 (t).
Numerical experiments led the authors of [6] to the impression that the Maclaurin series ∞ k=0 r 5,k x 2k+1 "appears to converge for |x| < 3". Borwein and coworkers further explained this as "in accordance with 1 9 being a root of the characteristic polynomial of the recurrence [for r 5,k ]". The following theorem offers an analytic perspective on the convergence of this Maclaurin series. Proof. First we recall the asymptotic behavior of modified Bessel functions as follows:
where t is large and positive. Thus, for each fixed 
By Levi's monotone convergence theorem (or Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem), we have 3] . Appealing again to Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem, we can verify that
holds for any sequence {x n |n ∈ Z >0 } in [−3, 3] that converges to a point x ∈ [−3, 3]. This shows that Without prior numerical knowledge of the Taylor coefficients in (3.2), we can still inspect the integral representation of r 5,k in (3.1) and conclude that the magnitude of r 5,0 overwhelms all subleading terms. In the light of this, the probability density p 5 (x), 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, when approximated by truncated Maclaurin series, is almost a straight line segment with slope r 5,0 = p ′ 5 (0 + ). This approximate linearity is called the Pearson-Fettis phenomenon, as described by Karl Pearson in 1906 [19] :
"the graphical construction (cf. Fig. 1b) , however carefully reinvestigated, did not permit of our considering the curve to be anything but a straight line... Even if it is not absolutely true, it exemplifies the extraordinary power of such integrals of J products [i.e. (1.1) divided by x, while setting n = 5] to give extremely close approximations to such simple forms as horizontal lines."
With an arduous analysis of the Bessel function J 0 , Henry Fettis established the non-linearity of p 5 (x), 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 in 1963 [12] . Proof. From the Wick rotation, we obtain 8) where the strict inequality descends from the elementary fact that I 0 (t) =
From the convergent Taylor expansion studied in Theorem 3.1, we have
It is worth noting that this lower bound estimate is already fairly close to the actual value of
Before stepping into the analysis of p n (x) for n > 5 in the next section, we briefly revisit some known results for p 3 (x) and p 4 (x) (see Fig. 3 ), from the perspective of Feynman integrals in 2-dimensional quantum field theory. 
This is not accidental. The underlying mechanism is the following integral identity [23, Lemma 4.1.1]: (1) is finite while p 3 (1 − ) diverges. These effects, when compounded, make it impossible for p 3 (x), 0 ≤ x < 1 to exhibit anything close to approximate linearity, as in the pronounced Pearson-Fettis phenomenon for p 5 (x), 0 ≤ x ≤ 1.
4. SOME RESULTS FOR 6-STEP, 7-STEP AND 8-STEP UNIFORM RANDOM WALKS A general question for Kluyver's n-step density function p n (x) is its asymptotic expansion around the origin. For n > 5, not much is understood about the number theory behind these density functions, which contrasts with well-established Rayleigh's approximations p n (x) ∼ 2x n e −x 2 /n [20] for n → ∞ (see Fig. 4 ). In this section, we give an account for the latest progress on the leading asymptotic behavior for p 6 Mellin transform:
Define the Dedekind eta function as η(z) := e πiz/12 ∞ n=1 (1 − e 2πinz ) for complex numbers z satisfying Im z > 0. We will be interested in the following three special cusp forms: Setting x = 1 in (2.2), we obtain
The corresponding Feynman diagram 
Meanwhile, the following conjectures of Broadhurst [8, (142) , (143), (145)] 3,15 , 5) , we conclude the proof of (4.7).
Here, the cusp forms f 3,15 , f 4,6 and f 6, 6 occurring in the modular L-functions are not arbitrary: they arise from solutions to the corresponding Kloosterman problems ("Bessel moments at finite fields"), which have been investigated systematically by Broadhurst [8, § §2-6] . Computations at finite fields determine local factors in the Hasse-Weil zeta functions, which piece together into the modular L-functions, namely, L( f 3,15 , s) for the 5-Bessel problem, L( f 4,6 , s) for the 6-Bessel problem, and L( f 6, 6 , s) for the 8-Bessel problem. Numerical studies of these Kloosterman moments had enabled Broadhurst to discover many closed-form evaluations of individual Feynman diagrams [8, §7] , before their formal proofs were found [23, § §3-5] .
The Hasse-Weil zeta functions in Broadhurst's construction happen to result in modular Lfunctions when there are 5, 6, or 8 Bessel factors in the integrand. For generic n, the Hasse-Weil L-function in Broadhurst's theory may not be modular, but still appears to be (as supported by strong numerical evidence [8, 9, 10, 11] ) good mathematical models for Feynman diagrams in two-dimensional quantum field theory.
At present, we are unable to find further applications of Broadhurst's predictions to p 6 (x) and p 8 (x), beyond their leading order asymptotic behavior. The major difficulty seems to reside in certain obstructions to implementing contour deformations.
Concretely speaking, for generic x, the 6-step density function p 6 (x) does not appear to be related to recognizable objects in 2-dimensional quantum field theory, at least not in any fashion that resembles p 3 (x), p 4 (x) or p 5 (x). As p 
, we can no longer cancel out all the Y factors in the integrand, as done in the proof of Lemma 2.1. Unlike (2.7), we cannot close the contour upwards in the integral
when x > 0, due to lack of exponential decay in the integrand as |z| → ∞, hence inapplicability of Jordan's lemma. One encounters a similar hurdle for p 8 (x). The story for the 7-step density function p 7 (x) is quite different. On the analytic side, we have good news, as p 7 (x) admits a convergent Maclaurin expansion, whose Taylor coefficients are all expressible as Bessel moments. On the arithmetic side, we have bad news, as none of these Bessel moments associated with p 7 (x) are currently known to be related to special L-values. 
In parallel to (2.8), the following computations
allow us to reduce (4.20) and (4.21) into We wrap up this section with two comments on the last theorem. First, one can verify numerically that r 7,0 > 0 and r 7,1 < 0, so the non-negativity of Taylor coefficients for p 3 (x) and p 5 (x) no longer applies to p 7 (x). Second, among Feynman diagrams involving 7 Bessel factors, only 
remains an open question.
MACLAURIN EXPANSIONS FOR
So far, we have seen that the Taylor series for p 3 (x), p 5 (x) and p 7 (x) on [0, 1) can be derived from their associated Feynman diagrams, in (3.13), (2.2) and (4.17), respectively. The derivations for these alternative integral representations of Kluyver's probability densities can be streamlined by the following algebraic identities: 
. By closing the contour upwards, we have
. (When j = 1, the conditions for the two equations above need to be modified into 0 ≤ x < 1.)
Generalizing further, we arrive at the following theorem.
(When j = 1, the same is true for 0 ≤ x < 1.)
Proof. First, we show that the function
is always a unique R-linear combination of the set for t > 0. In this representation, each member J k c 2 j+1−k ∈ B j is a polynomial in K 0 (t) with degree 2 j + 1 − k. Therefore, the linear space spanned by B j is ( j + 1)-dimensional, as claimed.
Second, the unique linear representation of J 2 j+1 with respect to the basis set B j is in fact a Q-linear combination, which can be shown algorithmically (say, by Gauß-Jordan elimination).
Last, but not the least, depending on the parity of k, the expression The theorem above has some interesting consequences.
(generalized) power series [13, Appendix B.7] . Therefore, the analytic continuation of W 2 j+1 (s) contains only simple poles. (See also (5.19) converges uniformly, through comparison with the absolutely convergent series (5.13), in a Weierstraß M-test. The expression in (5.10), as a sum of finitely many well-behaved series, also converges absolutely and compactly. for α > 0. (Here, Levi's monotone convergence theorem ensures that termwise integration is permissible.) After analytic continuation, we have a partial fraction expansion:
valid for all complex-valued z except the positive even integers. In view of the absolute and compact convergence properties in Theorem 5.2, the infinite series on the right-hand side of the equation above defines a meromorphic function for z ∈ C (2Z >0 ), and is bounded by a constant when z runs to infinity in a sequence of concentric circles z −
